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Ready reference collections
originated, and still exist,
because they serve a valuable
purpose in providing convenient
access to information that is
frequently sought out.

WHY CONSIDER THE “EVERYDAY
ESSENTIALS COLLECTION”?

This collection empowers both
Librarians and patrons by
answering everyday personal
questions around career,
finance and health.

SUPPORTING LIFE TRANSITIONS
Some are by choice, others by circumstance, and even
some are unwillingly imposed on us. Whatever the situation,
navigating life transitions can be difficult, presenting us with
new problems and demanding us to respond in new ways to
address personal career, finance and health choices.

Whether your patron prefers
print, digital, or both, Gale is
flexible to accommodate your
community’s learning needs.

CONTENT DELIVERY CHOICES
Do your patrons rely on print, digital, or both to learn? Gale
provides content to meet all learning faucets. Additionally,
Gale’s digital content is diverse in the way libraries can
distribute eBook collections.

GALE WORKS WITH IHLS
To provide affordable and relevant information libraries
need to support community success.

BOOK CLUB INSPIRATION
This collection inspires book club discussions with titles that
have been made into films.
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COLLECTION INCLUDES

WHAT’S INSIDE GVRL

LIFE AND CAREER
SKILLS:
EMPLOYMENT
Developing the skills needed
to transition successfully in
the real world? Educational
opportunities, getting a job,
interviewing, sources for
finding work, career
development, second/third
careers

NUTRITION AND
FOOD LABELS
Practical guides for readers
who want help discerning
healthy food choices. Topics
from include food labels,
ingredients, food safety,
graphical nutritious food
levels, and global
food/nutrition issues.

FITNESS
Physical activity and proper
nutrition remain the most
highly recommended avenues
to maintaining long-term
health. Physical fitness has
proven to help prevent, delay,
or relieve certain diseases,
both physical and mental, and
provides benefits to people of
all ages.

BOOKS TO FILM
Classic Literature;
Contemporary bestsellers and
popular fiction; nonfiction,
Sidebars will highlight people,
such as authors, film
directors, screenwriters,
actors, producers, who are
particularly identified with
adaptation or a particular
work.

CURATE CUSTOM COLLECTIONS
With Gale eBooks on GVRL, you can select titles to build your
e-shelves similarly to how you would for your physical
collection, but with the added benefits of a digital platform.
ELIMINATE CHECKOUTS OR HOLDS
Allow unlimited, simultaneous access with the purchase of just
one copy.
OPTIMIZE SEARCH RESULTS
Content is highly findable via detailed indexing, discovery
services, MARC records, and through Gale’s InterLink
technology—which connects InfoTrac periodicals to eBook
content. Researchers can also search by reading levels or find
content based on basic, intermediate, and advanced levels of
complexity.

Elizabeth Kopy, Gale Consultant
Elizabeth has her Bachelor of Science in
Psychology, with a focus in Cognitive Learning. As
someone who was inspired to attend college from
her library, Elizabeth recognizes the importance of
curating collections to provide patrons with
learning opportunities. She loves being a Mom,
philanthropy, and helping her small family
business. Follow Elizabeth on Linkedin.
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